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Exam’s Topic:  Unit One and Two                                                                           Time: 60 minutes  

Teacher’s Name: Ahmad Alshatti                                                                            Total Marks: 70 

Phone Number: 0791943248 

Student’s Name: ………………………………………………………..…………………………….. 

Read the following article(s) carefully, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET answer all the questions that follow. 

Your answers should be based on the article. (20 points) 

Text One (10 points) 

Health conditions in Jordan are among the best in the Middle East. This is largely due to the country’s commitment to 

making healthcare for all a top priority. As a result of careful planning, the number of healthcare services has been 

increasing rapidly over the past years. More than 800 different kinds of healthcare centers have been built, as  well as 

188 dental clinics. In 2012 CE, 98 per cent of Jordanian children were fully immunized, thanks to  immunization teams 

that had been working towards this goal for several years. The reputation of Jordanian doctors has spread in the region, 

and now many more patients come to Jordan for open heart surgery. In Jordan, the open heart surgery program started 

in 1970 CE in Amman. The life expectancy figures show that Jordan's healthcare system is successful. In 1965 CE, the 

average Jordanian's life expectancy was age 50. In 2017 CE, this average life expectancy had risen to 74.6. According 

to UNICEF statistics, between 1981 CE and 1991 CE, Jordan’s infant mortality rates declined more rapidly than 

anywhere else in the world – from 70 deaths per 1,000 births in 1981 CE to only 15 deaths per 1,000 births in 2017 CE. 

Question Number One: 

1- In the period 1970-1991, there were many developments in the Jordanian health services, mention two of those 

developments. 

2- The health conditions in Jordan are the best among the Middle East, mention the reason. 

3- There are many examples showing the increase in the number of health services in Jordan, mention two of them. 

4- According to the text, what do the average age figures show? 

5- Quote the sentence that indicates that the good reputation of Jordanian doctors has spread widely in the Middle 

East. 

Text Two: (10 points) 

In some countries, tablet computers are available for students to use in class. Therefore, students can use the tablets to 

do tasks such as showing photographs, researching information, recording interviews and creating diagrams. Teachers 

can perhaps ask their students to start writing a blog. Either about their own  lives or as if they were someone famous. 

They can also create a website, so for examples they can post work, photos and messages. We all like to send emails, 

don’t we? Emails exchanges are very useful in the classroom. Teachers can ask students to email what they have learnt 

to students of a similar age at another school. They could even email students in another country. As a result, students 

can then share information and help each other with tasks. Most computers have cameras, so you can also see the 

people you are talking to. In this way students who are studying English in Jordan can see what students in England are 

doing in the classroom while they  are speaking to them. You can also use this system to invite guest speakers to give 

talks over a computer. For examples, scientist or teachers from another country could give a lesson to the class. If you 

had this type of lesson, the students would be very excited. 

Question Number Two:  

1- Mentioned in the text that there are many computers that have a camera to talk to others, write it down. 

2- According to the text, mentioned that students can use tablets to perform many tasks, mention two of those tasks. 

3- Quote a sentence that shows that the exchange of emails between students is very important. 

4- Find a word in the text which means (a regularly updated personal website or web page, usually written in an 

informal style) 

5- What does the underlined pronoun (them) refer to? 
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Question Number Three: (12 points) 

A. Vocabulary - Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the following sentences 

.There are  more words than you need. Write the answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET . (15 points) 

1-You can fill …..........… this application form and then send it. 

A. About                                         B. On                                            C. In                                        D. With 

2- we hope…………………… us soon. So, take care of your own a lot. 

A. Come                                         B. to come                                    C. coming                                D. had come 

3- A device is assigned in connection and can be connected by video call and sending sites when they are at home. 

A. program                                     B. smartphone                                C. PC                                      D. floppy disk 

4- Have you heard the good news? We’ve got the green light to go ahead with our projects. 

A- useless                                          B- permission                                C- unexpectedly                     D- red handed 

5- Do you have a music lesson this weekend? The underlined word can be replaced by……… 

A-optional                                         B- minority                                    C- tuition                               D- motive  

B. Grammar - Complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning to the one before it , 

and write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET . (18 points) 

1. It is not normal for American people to eat steak for lunch and dinner Everyday. 

American people .................................................................................................................................................... 

2- My parents have saved enough money to fund our university courses. 

Enough money ……………………………………………..………………………………................................. 

3. "We will prepare a presentation about the usage of solar power in the area. “ 

The students said.................................................................................................................................................... 

 4. "Many parents have passwords to monitor their children’s surfing websites." 

Mr. Khaled said that.............................................................................................................................................. 

5. Some parents take their children to the city park weekly. 

Mr. Asmar said...................................................................................................................................................... 

6- Scientists invented many important inventions in 1990.  

Many important inventions.................................................................................................................................. 

7- The government has completed the hospital since last year.  

The hospital............................................................................................................................................................ 

8. It is normal for my younger brother to use his electronic dictionary. 

My younger brother ............................................................................................................................................. 

9- It’s necessary to wear the seatbelt during driving.  

You………………................................………………………………………………………..………………… 

C.Grammar Part two - Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the following 

sentences .There are more words than you need. Write the answers down in your ANSWER BOOKLET . (22 points) 
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1- This house was built in 1930 by my father. 

The correct active form of the sentence above is: 

A. This house was building in 1930 by my father.                           B. My father had built this house in 1930. 

C. My father builds this house in 1930.                                           D. My father built this house in 1930.  

2- Perhaps Issa's phone is broken. 

The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

A. Issa's phone must be broken.                                                        B. Issa's phone might be broken. 

C. Issa's phone can't be broken.                                                        D. Issa's phone must have been broken. 

3- It is not necessary to bring your books. 

The sentence which has a similar meaning to the one above is: 

A. You mustn't bring your books.                                                   B. You don’t have to bring your books 

C. You can bring your books.                                                          D. You have to play outside. 

4-Please be quiet when you come home tonight. The baby ..................... 

A. will be sleeping                               B. was sleeping                               C. have slept                              D. slept 

5- My family ……………..a trip to Europe every year. 

A. Plan                                                  B. is planned                                    C. plans                            D. Was planning 

6. " I am studying English a lot now." 

Rami said that he …………….English a lot then. 

A. studies                                               B. Studied                                C. was studying                     D. had studied  

7- The historical and natural sites in Wadi Rum .....................by huge number of tourists last year. 

A. are visited                                   B.  were visited                              C.  have been visited            D.  was visited  

8- I had my new apartment ………………. before my birthday party. 

A. had decorated                            B.  decorating                                   C. decorated                        D. decorates 

9- If I were you…………… I would employ someone who is keen or someone who is conscientious. 

A.   /  ?  /                                          B. /  .  /                                             C. /  ;  /                                   D.  /  :  / 

10- It’s important to have an awareness of different countries’ customs ………………. 

A.  /   .  /                                             B. / !  /                                             C. /  ?  /                                    D.  /  ,  / 

11- If we use ………………………………  well, we will find many benefits around us. 

A. Teccnology                                            B. technolojy                                       C. tichnology                           D. technology 

 

The End 

T. Ahmad E. Alshatti 

0791943248 
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Answers 

Text One - Question Number One: 

 

1- heart surgery program / the average Jordanian's life expectancy / Jordan's healthcare system is successful / Jordan’s 

infant mortality rates declined 

2-his is largely due to the country’s commitment to making healthcare for all a top priority. 

3-  A. More than 800 different kinds of healthcare centers have been built, as  well as 188 dental clinics. 

B. Jordanian children were fully immunized 

4- The life expectancy figures show that Jordan's healthcare system is successful 

5- The reputation of Jordanian doctors has spread in the region, and now many more patients come to Jordan for open 

heart surgery. 

Text Two – Question Number Two 

1- Most computers have cameras, so you can also see the people you are talking to 

2- showing photographs, researching information, recording interviews and creating diagrams 

3- future. We all like to send emails, don’t we? Emails exchanges are very useful in the classroom. 

4- Blog 

5- students in England 

Question Number Three: 

(A) 

1- C. In    / 2- B. to come   / 3-  B. smartphone  / 4- B- permission   /5-C- tuition                                                                                                                                                     

(B) 

1- are used to eating steak for lunch and dinner Everyday. 

2- Has been saved by my parents to fund our university courses. 

3- They would prepare a presentation about the usage of solar power in the area. 

4- Many parents had password to monitor their children’s surfing websites. 

5- Some parents took their children to the city park weekly. 

6- Were invented by scientists in 1990. 

7- Has been completed by the government the hospital since last year. 

8- Is used to using his electronic dictionary. 

9- Don’t have to wear the seatbelt during driving. 

( C ) 

1-C/ 2-C/ 3-B/ 4-A/ 5-C/ 6-C/ 7-D/ 8-C/ 9-B/ 10-A/ 11-D 


